The determination of density and molecular weight distributions of lipoproteins by sedimentation equilibrium.
A method is presented by which an experimental record of total concentration as a function of radial distance, obtained in a sedimentation equilibrium experiment conducted with a noninteracting mixture in the absence of a density gradient, may be analyzed to obtain the unimodal distributions of molecular weight and of partial molar volume when these vary concomitantly and continuously. Particular attention is given to the caracterization of classes of lipoproteins exhibiting Gaussian distributions of these quantities, although the analysis is applicable to other types of unimodal distribution. Equations are also formulated permitting the definition of the corresponding distributions of partial specific volume and of density. The analysis procedure is based on a method (employing Laplace transforms) developed previously, but differs from it in that it avoids the necessity of differentiating experimental results, which introduces error. The method offers certain advantages over other procedures used to characterize and compare lipoprotein samples (exhibiting unimodal distributions) with regard to the duration of the experiment, economy of the sample, and, particularly, the ability to define in principle all of the relevant distributions from one sedimentation equilibrium experiment and an external measurement of the weight average partial specific volume. These points and the steps in the analysis procedure are illustrated with experimental results obtained in the sedimentation equilibrium of a sample of human serum low density lipoprotein. The experimental parameters (such as solution density, column height, and angular velocity) used in the conduction of these experiments were selected on the basis of computer-simulated examples, which are also presented. These provide a guide for other workers interested in characterizing lipoproteins of this class.